Thornhill FSC Canskate, Talent ID & STAR 1-4
Home Club Competition Announcement
T.F.S.C. HOMECLUB EVENTS
Sunday March 31, 2019 7:00 am - 1:00 pm
Thornhill Community Centre, 905-881-6411
This invitation is extended to HOMECLUB Members of the Thornhill Figure Skating Club. Skate Canada rules
and regulations will apply throughout the competition unless otherwise specified.
This year's competition is for Star 1 to 4, Talent ID and Canskate Levels only.

ENTRY FEES
STAR 1-4
$25
TALENT ID
$25
CanSkate (Levels 1-6)
Included in your Winter Season registration fees

REGISTRATION
All registration is online, accessible from our website, www.tfsc.ca. All spots are first-come, first-serve.
Registration will open Friday, February 1 at 11 AM. Once a category is full, a waiting list will become available. If
more spots become available, all skaters who are on the waiting list will receive an email inviting them to register
and all new open spots will be first-come, first-serve. Registration will close on Saturday, March 9th, 2019 at
11:00 PM. Absolutely no late registrations will be accepted.

MUSIC SUBMISSION
Skaters in categories STAR 2-4 are required to submit an MP3 electronic file of their music, which can be done
when they register on Amilia. CDS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. Please ensure we have a valid, working file.
If you accidentally upload the wrong file, you can update your skater’s account until March 20th at 5 PM. To
update the file, please select “Members” on the left hand menu, select your skater from the top drop-down menu,
scroll down to “Extra Questions”, deleting the old file, uploading a new one and please click save.
All music files will be downloaded on March 20th, 2019 at 5 PM. Any changes after this time will not be
taken into account. Failure to upload a valid MP3 file will result in your skater not being able to
participate. Refunds will not be given for failure to upload a valid file.

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March 9th 2019 at 11PM
Absolutely NO entries will be accepted after this date. NO EXCEPTIONS.
Refunds: Refunds will only be issued if the category is not held.

STAR 1-4 Categories
ALL TEST QUALIFICATIONS: as of February 1st, 2019. Skaters may enter only one event in each discipline,
and may skate up one level. Events with fewer than 4 entrants may be cancelled. All freeskate events follow
Skate Canada's well-balanced program guidelines

STAR 1 Element Assessment

STAR 1 Element Assessment - May not have passed any part of the Senior Bronze (STAR 6) Free Skate test.
Elements scored to standard (Gold, Silver, Bronze or Merit). Skaters may be grouped by age. No age
restrictions.
8 Elements;
1) Circle Stroking Exercise: Stroking (crosscuts) in same direction on a circle starting at a standstill.
Introductory steps from a standstill are permitted. 1 round forward, 1 round backward. (Draw for direction)
2) Three Jumps:
a) Waltz Jump
b) Single Salchow
c) Single Toe Loop
3) Two Spins:

a) Forward Upright Spin
b) Backward Upright Spin

4) Forward Spiral Circles: Two spirals, one on each foot executed on a circle in the same direction. Skater
chooses direction.
5) Creative Expression Routine (30 seconds – music provided by the Section, selection randomly chosen at
competition – each flight to have a different music selection) Note: this is assessed as “completed” or
“incomplete” only.

STAR 2 Compulsory Assessment Program
May not have passed any part of the Senior Bronze (STAR 6) Free Skate test. One program of 2:10 maximum in
length. Individual elements plus Skating Skills and Performance/Execution scored to standard (Gold, Silver,
Bronze or Merit). Skaters may be grouped by age. No age restrictions.
9 Elements;
1) Five jump elements:
a) Single Salchow
b) Single Toe Loop
c) Waltz Jump + Single Toe Loop Combination
d) Single Loop
e) Single Flip or Single Lutz
2) Two spins:

a) Backward Upright Spin
b) Forward entry Sit Spin or Camel Spin with no change of foot, no flying entry, no
variations of positions. A Forward Upright Spin is not permitted.

3) Forward Spiral Sequence: A sequence of two forward spirals with no more than 8 steps in between; one
spiral on each foot, unsupported position; on either inside or outside edge.

4) Forward Turn Sequence: Forward Outside Three turn + backward crosscut + backward inside choctaw (i.e.
step-forward); executed four times.

Star 3 Freeskate Program
May not have passed the any part of the Senior Bronze (STAR 6) Free Skate test. One program of 2:00 minutes
in length (+/- 10 seconds). Individual elements plus Skating Skills, Performance/Execution, and Interpretation
assessed to standard (Gold, Silver, Bronze or Merit). Skaters may be grouped by age. No age restrictions.
8 Elements;
1) Five jump elements:
a) All single jumps permitted including single Axel. No double jumps permitted.
b) Must include at least one Axel type jump (waltz or single Axel).
c) Must include at least 5 different types of single jumps (note: waltz and Axel are considered the
same type). If 5 different types of jump are not completed, included, the last repeated jump
element type will be invalidated.
d) Must include a single loop + single loop combination.
e) Maximum 1 additional jump combination. Jump combinations may not include more than two
jumps.
f) Jump Sequences are not permitted.
g) If a jump is repeated it must be in combination. No jump may be included more than twice.
2) Two spins:
a) Must include Backward Upright Spin
b) Must include a combination spin that must include at least one camel and one sit position and
commence with a forward entry. No flying entry, no variations of positions. Change of foot
optional.
3) Forward Spiral Sequence: A sequence of two forward spirals with no more than 4 steps in between; one
spiral on each foot, unsupported position; on either inside or outside edge.

STAR 4 Freeskate Program
May not have passed the any part of the Senior Bronze (STAR 6) Free Skate test. One program of 2:00 minutes
in length (+/- 10 seconds). Individual elements plus Skating Skills, Performance/Execution, and Interpretation
scored to standard (Gold, Silver, Bronze or Merit). Skaters will be ranked. Three age categories: U10, U13 and
13&O as of January 1st, 2019
8 Elements;
1) Five jump elements:
a) All single jumps permitted including single Axel. No double jumps permitted.
b) Must include at least one single axel; fully rotated single axels will receive a bonus of three
points (quality errors such as a fall do not impact the bonus provided the full rotation requirement
has been met); maximum of two bonuses applied per program
c) Must include at least 5 different types of single jumps (note: waltz and Axel are considered the
same type). If 5 different types of jump are not completed included, the last repeated jump
element type will be invalidated.
d) Must include a single loop + single loop combination.
e) Maximum 1 additional jump combination. Jump combinations may not include more than two
jumps.
f) Jump Sequences are not permitted.

g) If a jump is repeated it must be in combination. No jump may be included more than twice.
2) Two spins:

a) Must include Backward Upright Spin
b) Must include a combination spin that must include at least one camel and one sit position and
commence with a forward entry. No flying entry, no variations of positions. Change of foot optional.

3) Forward Spiral Sequence: A sequence of two forward spirals with no more than 4 steps in between; one
spiral on each foot, unsupported position; on either inside or outside edge.

CanSkate Categories
Please Note: These categories are open to CanSkate members only. Levels are determined by what level the
skater is as of February 1st, 2019.
Skaters will perform elements one at a time on a circuit and be scored to standard (Gold, Silver, Bronze or
Merit). Skaters will receive a report card.
Canskate Purple: must not have passed any complete CanSkate stage
1. Snow slide steps
2. Forward push/glide sequence
3. 2-ft Jump
4. Bwd 2-ft Skating/Walking
Canskate Yellow: must not have passed complete Stage 2
1. Forward Stop
2. Forward 2-ft Sculling
3. Forward 2-ft Turn (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
4. Backward 2-ft Sit Glide
Canskate Orange: must not have passed complete Stage 3
1. Forward Circle Thrusts
2. Backward 2-ft Jump
3. 2-ft Quick Turn Forward to Backward & Back to Forward (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
4. Back 2-ft Sculling
Canskate Green: must not have passed complete Stage 4
1. Backward Circle Thrusts (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
2. Backward 360 Degree Step Turn
3. 2-ft Jump Forward to Backward & Backward to Forward (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
4. Forward Inside Slalom (Minimum 8 Slaloms)
Canskate Blue: must not have passed complete Stage 5
1. Forward 2-ft Side Stop (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
2. Backward Push/Glide Sequence, Full Perimeter (Clockwise or Counter Clockwise)
3. Forward Power Jump (Bunny Hop)
4. Forward Crosscuts in a Figure 8 Pattern
Canskate Pink: must not have passed complete Stage 6
1. Forward 1-ft Side Stop
2. Backward Perimeter Skating (Draw for Direction)
3. Forward 180 Degree Step Turn (Inside Mohawk - Foot Is Skater’s Choice)
4. Forward Outside Edges

Talent ID Categories
Please Note: These categories are open to current Talent ID members only. Levels are determined by what
level the skater is as of February 1st, 2019.
Skaters will perform elements one at a time and be scored to standard (Gold, Silver, Bronze or Merit). Skaters
will receive a report card.
Talent ID Green: Must not have passed Group 1
1. Forward Blade Pushes
2. Backward C-Pushes
3. Forward 2-ft Sculling
4. Bunny Hop
5. Forward Outside Edges
6. 2-ft Sit Glide
Talent ID Purple: Must not have passed Group 2
1. Forward Blade Pushes
2. Backward C-Pushes
3. Forward Outside Edges
4. Outside 3-Turn (Either foot)
5. Spiral - Straight Line (Either foot)
6. Bunny Hop
Talent ID Blue: Must not have passed Group 3
1. Forward Blade Pushes
2. Backward C-Pushes
3. Forward Crosscuts (Both Directions)
4. Backwards Crosscuts (Both Directions)
5. Spiral - Straight Line (Either foot)
6. Waltz Jump from standstill
Talent ID Orange: Must not have passed Group 4
1. Forward Crosscuts on a Figure 8
2. Backward Crosscuts on a Figure 8
3. Waltz Jump from Backward Crosscuts on the circle
4. Salchow from standstill
5. Toe Loop from standstill
6. 1-ft Spin from Spiralling Edge

